Endothelial cell-matrix interactions determine maturation of dendritic cells.
The fate of allo- and xenogeneic endothelial cell (EC) implants is regulated by EC-matrix interactions. While free EC are destroyed by a vigorous immune reaction, EC embedded within 3D collagen cells are well tolerated. Given the critical role DC serve in immune reactivity, we hypothesized that EC-driven DC maturation depends on EC-matrix contact. In marked contrast to DC co-cultured with a cytokine cocktail or with allo- and xenogeneic EC grown to confluence on 2D tissue culture plates, DC exposed to 3D matrix-embedded allo- and xenogeneic EC failed to mature, retaining their endocytic activity and exhibiting significantly reduced expression of maturation markers (costimulatory molecules, HLA-DR, CD83; p <0.01). Matrix-embedded EC also limited cytokine-induced maturation and activity of DC. Incubation with matrix-embedded EC inhibited DC induction of allogeneic lymphocyte proliferation (p <0.002) and EC cross-activation (ICAM-1, VCAM-1, HLA-DR, TLR2 and 4; p <0.01). The endothelium in its quiescent state is confluent and substrate adherent. The former ensures secretion of growth inhibitors rather than promoters, and the latter may ensure immune acceptance. We now demonstrate for the first time that interactions of EC with an underlying 3D matrix affect the ability of EC to drive DC maturation.